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Mr. President,

I know that all your guests here today would like me to thank you most sincerely for your very
generous welcome. It is an honour and a pleasure for me to act as your co-chairman in this vitally
important conference.

The Danube is a living artery running through the main body of Europe. It is a massive natural
waterway and, together with its many tributaries, it is also a significant economic resource for the
whole region. As you know, the Carpathian Mountains feed the lower part of the river and this area
covers some 200,000 square kilometers of outstandingly rich bio-diversity stretching across seven
countries.

It is this dual character of the river and the mountains, which we are here to acknowledge and I hope
that it will be possible to find compromises so that the region can provide a sustainable source for all
the interested parties long into the future.

We must first of all acknowledge that its resources are limited and that, unless we manage this great
river, and the mountains which supply it, properly, its value to the people who live and work in its
catchment area, will continue to be degraded and diminished.

I believe that we are witnessing a significant change in human attitudes towards our natural
environment. Until fairly recent times, humanity had to struggle to survive in, what was then seen as,
a hostile environment. Wild animals were either dangerous or they were a source of food. The
wilderness had to be tamed so that crops could be grown, although with difficulty in the face of
pests, diseases and weeds and in defiance of a fickle climate and the chance of floods and droughts.

Wood was the universal resource. It was needed for heat, housing, furniture and vehicles and vessels
for transport. Although the river provided a convenient highway for the transport of people and
goods, it was deemed necessary to try to control the seasonal floods by constructing artificial
riverbanks. It was also - and still is - expected to act as the main sewer and waste-disposal system for
the cities and industries that have grown up along its banks.

The coming of technology gave humanity far greater powers to exploit, manage and control the
natural environment. The consequent increase in the human population added further to the pressures
of the river system.



Over the last few decades, it has begun to dawn on people that it is actually possible to take
technology and exploitation too far. It is not just that over-exploitation is damaging the value of the
resource for the human population, it is also damaging it as a natural asset in its own right.

Pollution, scouring and disturbance are slowly killing the natural balance of the whole river system.
Such interference makes it difficult for the river to perform its ancient task of managing floods,
maintaining a rich biodiversity, providing a clean supply of drinking and domestic water and a rich
source of edible fish as well as acting as a transport highway.

There is certainly a conflict between the two characters of the river. It can never go back to be an
entirely natural system, but neither can it continue to be exploited without concern for its future
value as a natural asset. Similarly, the Carpathian mountain region is threatened by this same
conflict. Until recently, it has been relatively undisturbed, but development and exploitation are real
threats to its future.

Attitudes to the conservation of nature are also changing. When WWF was first founded, the
emphasis was on projects to protect endangered species - species of wild animals and plants that
were threatened with extinction. However, it soon became apparent that wild species could not
survive unless they had an adequate habitat; so the emphasis changed to habitat protection.

It then became obvious that many habitats are trans-national. It is no use protecting the habitat of a
migratory species within one country, if its habitat at its migratory destination is destroyed. This led
to the concept of ecoregions and the need to develop common conservation practices and legislation
throughout the region. The Green Danube initiative and its expansion to the creation of the Danube-
Carpathian region is just such a case.

That is the great significance of this conference. It will need the active collaboration of all the
countries in the region to ensure that the Danube continues to be healthy and productive as well as
providing a valuable economic resource.

I have been involved with WWF ever since it was founded 40 years ago. I just want to say that I find
it immensely heartening to see so many heads of state and national representatives from the Region
here today, and also so many representatives from the international and United Nations agencies
with special responsibilities for the conservation of nature.

This is a huge step in the right direction, and I can only hope that this initiative will be the start of a
massive and co-ordinated effort to maintain the natural viability of the whole Danube-Carpathian
region.
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